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A naturalist would scarce expect to see ye science of those colours

become mathematicall, and yet I dare affirm that there is as much

certainty in it as in any other part of Opticks. Isaac Newton
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This picture was taken by Dick Muffley in the

East Pit at SPEAR during the recent changeover

from Experiment SP-27 to SP-14 and SP-19. In

the background, left to right, are H. Sadrozin-

ski and G. K. O'Neill of Princeton and M. Sulli-

van of UC-San Diego. In the foreground, L to R,

are L. Knapp, J. Stronski and W. Vernon of UCSD.

SP-27 was a UCSD-Princeton-Pavia-Maryland col-

laboration. The latter three will continue on

SP-19, while UCSD will go it alone on SP-14.
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THE HIGH COST OF BEING HUMAN

(Reprinted from the New York Times, Feb. 11, 1976)

By Harold J. Morowitz

Another annual cycle inevitably passed, and

the pain was eased by a humorous birthday card.

The front bore the caption, "According to bio-

chemists the materials that make up the human

body are worth only 97¢."

Before I could get to the birthday greeting
I began to think that if the materials are worth

only 97¢, my colleagues and I are really being

taken by the biochemical supply companies. I de-
cided to make a thorough study of the entire mat-

ter.

I started by sitting down with a catalogue

from a biochemical company and began to list the

ingredients. Hemoglobin was $2.95 a gram, pur-

ified trypsin was $36 a gram, and crystalline in-

sulin was $47.50 a gram. I began to look at

slightly less common constituents such as acetate

kinase at $8,860 a gram. The real shocker came

when I got to follicle stimulating hormone at

$4,800,000 a gram, clearly outside the reach of

anything that Tiffany's could offer. For the

really wealthy there is prolactin at $17,500,000
a gram, street price.

Not content with a brief glance at the cat-
alogue, I averaged all the constituents over the

best estimate of their percentage in the human
body and arrived at $245.54 as the average price

of a gram dry weight of human being.

With that fact burning in my head, I rushed

over to the gymnasium and jumped on the scale.
There it was, 168 pounds, or, after a quick go-

round with my pocket calculator, 76,364 grams.

Remembering that I was 68% water, I calculat-

ed my dry weight at 24,436 grams.

The next computation was done with a great

sense of excitement. I had to multiply the price

per gram by my dry weight. The number literally

jumped out at me--$6,000,015.44.

I was a Six Million Dollar Man! No doubt

about it! And really an enormous upgrade to my

ego after the 97¢ evaluation!

We must somehow reconcile the 97-cent figure

and the $6 million figure. The answer is at the

same time very simple and very profound: Inform-

ation is much more expensive than matter. In the

$6 million figure I am paying for my atoms in the
highest information state in which they are com-

mercially available, while in the 97-cent figure

I am paying for the informationally poorest form

of coal, water, lime, bulk iron, etc.

Further thought indicates that my $6 million

estimate is much too low. The biochemical com-

panies can sell me their wares so cheaply because

they isolate them from natural products. Doubt-

worth of material they would have to charge me

$600 million or perhaps $6 billion.

A moment's reflection shows that even if I

bought all the macromolecular components, I

would not have purchased a human being. A

freezer full of molecules at -70° centigrade
does not qualify to vote or for certain other

inalienable rights. At $6 billion it would

certainly qualify for concern, for my deep

freeze is always breaking down.

The next step would be to assemble the mole-

cules into organelles. Here the success of mod-

ern science is limited as we are in a totally

new area of research. One imagines that if I

wanted to price the human body in terms of syn-

thesized cellular substructure I would have to

think in terms of $600 billion or perhaps $6

trillion.

Continuing the argument, we must face the

fact that my dry-ice chest full of organelles

(I have given up the freezer at $6 trillion; it

simply can't be trusted) cannot make love, com-

plain and do all those other things that con-
stitute our humanity.

Dr. Frankenstein was a fraud. The task is

far more difficult than he ever realized. Next,

the organelles must be assembled into cells.
Here we are out on a limb estimating the cost,

but I cannot imagine that it can be done for

less than $6,000 trillion. Do you hear me,
Treasury Secretary Simon, Federal Reserve Chair-

man Burns? Are these thoughts taking a radical
turn?

A final step is necessary in our biochemical
view of man. An incubator of 76,264 grams of
cell culture of 370 centigrade still does not
measure up, even in the crassest material terms,

to what we consider a human being.

How would we assemble the cells into tis-

sues, tissues into organs, and organs into a

person? The very task staggers the imagination.
Our ability to ask the questions in dollars and
cents immediately disappears. We suddenly and
sharply face the realization that every human
being is priceless. We are led cent by dollar
from a lowly pile of common materials to a

grand philosophical conclusion, the infinite

preciousness of every person.

The scientific reasons are clear. We are,

at the molecular level, the most information-
dense structures around, surpassing by many or-
ders of magnitude the best that computer engin-

eers can design or even contemplate by miniatur-
ization.

The results must, however, go beyond science

and color our view of the world. It might even
lead us to Alfred North Whitehead's conclusion
that "the human body is an instrument for the
production of art in the life of the human

less, if they had to synthesize them from 97¢
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INDIVIDUAL RADIATION SAFETY

Part of the Health Physics Group's respon-

sibility is personnel dosimetry--that is, the

measurement of the radiation dose that each in-

dividual at SLAC receives. This is done by

thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), which are

in the little black pouches on the back of your

picture badge. The TLDs are routinely picked

up every year (or every three months, depending

on your job), and the radiation dose that has

been accumulated is measured in a special SLAC-

built reader. The amount of radiation is indic-

ated by the amount of trapped light that is

given off when the TLD is heated in the reader.

Health Physics usually has a pretty good

idea of how much radiation an employee will re-

ceive during the 12-month (or 3-month) period,

but there have been a few surprises. These sur-

prises are most often related to the fact that

the TLD measures the dose that it receives,

which is not always the same amount that the

employee receives unless the TLD and the employ-

ee stay together. Other surprises occur when

the employee forgets to take the TLD out of his

pocket while he is receiving diagnostic or ther-

apeutic x-rays in medical or dental situations.

Some of the knotty problems that we have

run into with unusual doses recorded by TLDs

are described in the following list:

1. An employee was in the habit of putting

his TLD in a bowl at night. The bowl had a

glaze on it that contained uranium, which ex-

posed the TLD.

2. A similar problem occurred with a bed-

side table that had a tile top that was also

glazed with a uranium-bearing material.

3. One employee always carried his TLD in

his wallet (generally a good idea). In this

case he went on a camping trip, and during the

trip he carried a spare mantle for a Coleman

lantern in his wallet. Such mantles contain a

significant amount of the element thorium, which

is radioactive.

4. Another person left his TLD inside the

accelerator housing at SLAC during a running

period. He recovered it after a few days, but

he forgot to mention what had happened when he

turned it in to Health Physics.

5. Frequently SLAC people go to other lab-

oratories to visit or carry out experiments.

SLAC's TLDs can measure a radiation dose caused

by neutrons, but the interpretation of the dose

depends on the ratio of slow to fast neutrons

that is typically found at SLAC. This ratio is

much higher at proton accelerators than it is at

SLAC, with the result that Health Physics inter-

prets the TLD reading incorrectly as a high

neutron dose.

In a few cases there have been mysterious TLD

This photo shows the mantle used in the
Coleman lanterns that are popular with campers.

Such mantles contain a surprising amount of the

radioactive element thorium. Some brands were

also found to contain the highly toxic element

beryllium, which is given off in the fumes when

a new mantle is first being ignited. The mess-

ages are (1) avoid the fumes; (2) don't carry
mantles around with you.

-- __ __

measurements that we have not been able to figure

out. These must be reported as real doses. For-

tunately, in all of these cases the dose levels

have been quite low.

The investigation of unexpected radiation ex-

posure is often an interesting problem, but it is

also very time consuming. It would be very help-

ful if SLAC employees would keep their TLDs with

them at all times except when they receive med-

ical or dental x-rays or when they visit other

laboratories.
--Dick McCall

Health Physics

In conclusion, I may add that as a result

of an inadequate understanding of the trans-

formational process--both social and biologic-

al--entailed in the phenomenon of animal dom-

estication, as well as a poor insight into the

new cultural implications, which had arisen

during the Mesolithic and early Neolithic per-

iods in consequence of the changing relation-

ships between man and the animal world, a be-

lief has been sustained which upholds a notion

that in a very short time-span an entire cul-

ture complex, could have developed, based on a

very intense set of man/animal relationships

derived from a highly sophisticated ethno-

biological knowledge, which, at the same time,

has been responsible for the maintenance of a

delicately balanced ecological symbiosis.

--Antiquity XLIX

December 1975

Thank God the period on the typewriter finally

began working again.

_ __ _�I� ____ __

_ I _ _ _ � _ _ _

- --�--
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This is Joan Minor, who has recently

joined the staff of the SLAC Person-

nel Office to work in the recruiting
area. She comes to SLAC from the

Stanford Personnel Office. She is

located in Room 240 in the A&E Bldg.

and her phone is ext. 2466. (Photo

by Joe Faust.)

GEORGE LEE'S MODEL

GOES TO SMITHSONIAN

An earlier example of

George Lee's model-building

art was shown in the October

1974 issue of the Beam Line.

Having heard of George's ex-

ceptional abilities, the Smith-

sonian Institution of Washing-

ton commissioned George to
build the model shown in the

accompanying photograph. This
model was recently completed

and shipped off, and soon after

it was received George got the

following letter:

NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Dear George,

Just a quick informal note

to let you know that the Ver-
ville-Sperry model arrived very

safely on Friday. To put our George Lee
feelings about the quality of he recent]
this model into words is nearly Institutic
impossible. To say it is a

work of art, masterpiece, etc. are all understate-

ments. It is truly too fine a model to be used

in the manner in which we plan to display it. . .

I am personally going to supervise the hanging

of this model in hopes that we can suspend it in
the most advantageous way to show the most of

this model to the visitor. This is just great,

and there is no point to attempt to go further

e of SLAC is shown with the airplane model

Ly built for display in the Smithsonian

)n in Washington. (Photo by Joe Faust.)

in trying to say so. . . . We all realize that

[your payment will be] hardly one-tenth of the

cost in real value for this model. Consequently

we are listing it as a donation so that your
name will be carried as the craftsman in the
label . . .

Robert K. Mikesh
Assistant Curator

_ �__ __ __ ______ __ I

_ __ __
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THE HISTORY OF C5 '

In February, during the early part of SP-19's

experimental run at SPEAR (SP-19 is a Princeton/

Pavia/Maryland collaboration), the largest Char-

pak chamber of the spectrometer system, called

C5, suffered a broken wire, thus killing the

chamber. Although the data-taking was still

able to proceed by using a backup tube-counter

array, some desirable redundancy was lost, and

we felt quite uneasy about taking data without

constrained fits to spectrometer tracks. It

was estimated that repairs to C5 would require

several weeks, with no assurance of success.

Almost as a joke, someone suggested that it

might be quicker and easier to build a new tube-

counter array than to attempt to repair C5. If

such a thing were to be done at all, it would

have to happen very quickly. We decided to try.

The new array was to be 252 tubes, in two para-

llel planes, covering an area of 1.2 by 2.4 met-

ers. We decided to attempt to build the new

array, called C5', in a period of one week.

Some of the experimenters were taken off shift

to work full-time on C5', but the construction
job involved everyone in the group. The history

of this effort is recorded in the logbook

entries shown below.

The new C5' array, after sufficient gas

flushing, began to show good track signals by

the weekend of Feb. 27. From that time on it

was a reliable and effective part of our detect-

ion equipment, and operated for the remaining 5

weeks of SP-19's run.

This experience is one that our experimental
group likes to recall. We were pleased with the

final result, and we also felt that the support

of the SLAC shops, Purchasing Dept., and Exper-

imental Facilities Dept., though not large in

terms of total man-hours, was prompt and very

effective. We could not have done the job in so

short a time without such complete cooperation.

--G. K. O'Neill
Princeton

At the right, G. K. O'Neill (Princeton) and
Ed Keyser (SLAC) confer as Ernie Stevens (SLAC)

signals the crane operator and Kirk Shinsky

(Princeton) guides the new C5' chamber toward

its final experimental position. (Photo by
Finn Halbo.)

Date Time Operation

Feb 17 0900 Order placed for square aluminum tubing.

" 1200 Firm decision to go.

Feb 18 1530 Tubes arrive on site. Design finished; machining sketches given to J. Wehner's

shop. Work begins.

Feb 19 1630 Tubes machined. Remaining materials arrive on site. Etch-cleaning of tubes in

J. Pope's shop is 20% complete.

Feb 20 1830 All machining done; all etch-cleaning done.

Feb 21 2400 Gold plated tungsten wires stretched in place in 25% of tubes.

Feb 22 1200 All wires stretched. Visual and electrical checks complete. High-voltage bus

complete and checked.

" 1700 Tubes blown out with argon. Fiberglas strips glued on. Gas seals made. Sense-

wire connections 60% complete.

Feb 23 0400 Final epoxying of array segments into support frame complete.

Feb 24 Leak hunting and sealing. Array is at least as gas-tight as the average chamber

built over a period of months.

Feb 25 0800- Removal of C5 chamber and replacement by C5'. All wires and cabling checked.

1230 Gas flow begun.

__I___

_ ___
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SLAC FAMILY DAY - MAY 1
A REMINDER

FAMILY DAY: A QUICK SUMMARY

WHEN: Saturday, May 1, 9:30 to 4:00

FOOD: 11:30 to 2:30, Free

DRINK: All day, free pop, 2/25¢ beer

SEE: Exhibits & Movies ("The Red

Balloon"--by popular demand)
TT1 A .T AL1 .. + l (nIT A f1 rI _ -_ _ C 1 _
tIt1AKU: IDOUL rlnr , bLau ' new rcliA.XLLY y

mrT'I TTn - r-- '..- ' -- 'I- ,, P--4

iUUK: by DUS, Dy car, Dy ZOLo

VISIT: Accelerator, Research Area,

Computer, Others

PLAY: Carnival, softball, volley

ball, ping pong

ENTER: Bike and foot races

(Call Ken Moore, x2371)

Arts, crafts, hobby exhibits

(Call Shirley Livengood, x2338)

HELP: Run carnival game for an hour

(Call Sharon Jensen, x2266)

Distribute or sell tickets

(Call Roger Gearhart, x2709)

Be timer for races

(Call Ken Moore, x2371)

BRING: Family, wallet dosimeter,

75¢ for beer

ASK: Family Day Committee

(Chmn: Charlie Kruse, x2441)
_" _I r ~ vv Il . e - - -- . --

ENJUY: seeing, nearing, running,

playing, eating, drinking,

resting, being

1974 Family Day photos

on pages 6 and 7 by

Joe Faust & Bill Walsh

ARTS, CRAFTS & HOBBIES

An exhibition of the works of SLAC art-

ists, craftsmen and hobbyists will be on dis-

play in the Cafeteria. Shirley Livengood

(x2338) is arranging the exhibit, and she is

eager to hear from anyone at SLAC who may be

interested in displaying things of this kind

--painting, photography, model-building, cer-

amics, jewelry, or whatever your thing is.

FOOD & DRINK

Soft drinks and beer will be available

throughout the whole day. The soft drinks are

free, and the beer will be 2 cups for 25¢.

Free tickets for ice cream will be handed out

at the Front Gate. Food will be served from

11:30 AM-2:30 PM

The food is free. The planned menu is hot
UU( , "i-ctI- ... J d4LL s ar c-l ndI A d n A 1--n

yogs, narIlurgers-£, pouaLtU salctd anL p-LL Lc--u

chips. Don't forget the free tickets for ice
cream at the Front Gate.

_ _ _I _ _ _ _ I _ _ I _
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CARNIVAL GAMES

The Carnival Games this year will include

Windy Balloons
Dart Balloons

Fish Pond

Lollipop Tree

Moon Walk

Help. Sharon Jensen (x2266) is organiz-

ing the Carnival Games, and she needs some

volunteers who would be willing to operate the

games, probably on one-hour shifts. Teen-

agers would be particularly helpful.

BICYCLE & RUNNING RACES

The "track" for the bicycle and running

races (except the 100-yard dashes) will be

the loop road that circles around the main

campus buildings at SLAC. The dashes will be

held on the grass between the Cafeteria and

the A&E Bldg. The following events are sched-

uled:

9:30 Bike Race #1. Two loops or 1.6

miles. For riders 12 and under.

9:45 Bike Race #2. Ten loops or 8

miles. For all ages and sexes.

10:15 100-Yard Dashes. Four races:

Dash #1: Boys 12 and under

Dash #2: Girls 12 and under

Dash #3: Women of all ages

Dash #4: Men of all ages

10:45 Foot Race. Five loops or 4

miles. For all ages and sexes.

Traffic hold-up. Please note that during

the bike races, from about 9:30 to 9:35 and

also from about 9:45 to 10:10 AM, cars coming

into SLAC will be held up at the Front Gate

in order to protect the riders.

So come early. So if you want to see the

bike races, try to arrive at SLAC comfort-

ably before 9:30.

Ken Moore needs information and help. As

usual, these races are being organized by Ken

Moore (x2371). He needs to know:

1. If you or any members of your family

plan to enter any of these races.

2. The names of volunteers who can help

in timing the races.

MORE INFORMATION

The Family Day Committee is planning to

put out more detailed information about the

program that is planned, including such things

as tours, Auditorium schedule, and so on.

(In fact you may have the extra information

before you get this Beam Line issue.) You

can phone any of the people whose numbers

are shown under the various activities to get

information, or Charley Kruse (x2441), who is

the Chairman of the Family Day Committee.

_ _ _ � I _ ____ __ � ____

-
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JOHN VOSS LEAVES SLAC

John Voss has been the head of the Mechanical

Engineering Dept. at SLAC so long it's hard to
realize that he started out at the bottom here.
SLAC was his first job, fresh out of Cornell.

John was born and raised in St. Louis, where,
in his own words, his father ran a "screw machine
house." To those who may not have caught this
technical term the first time around, John is
describing a kind of machine shop. He intended
to get his Master's in five years at Cornell but
was distracted early on and finished in six in-
stead. (While a sophomore he discovered a fellow
student from St. Louis and married her at the end
of the year.)

When he came to SLAC he joined the Beam
Switchyard group and was given the magnet sup-
ports to worry about. This was a straight-for-
ward assignment except for the catch: no one
knew what the supports had to do. Next John
found out that the physicist who should have

known hadn't had time to consider the criteria.
So John quietly infiltrated the physics group,
which, shortly thereafter, produced the criter-
ia. He even got a letter of commendation from
the physicist for his work in the group! The
next problem was how to tell whether the magnet
supports met the criteria. John devised anoth-
er laser alignment system like the one in the
accelerator (this is why there are two laser

beams through the accelerator girders.) But
there also had to be a lot of old-fashioned
transit alignment with no one to do it. So John
formed the original Alignment Group, which is
still a part of MED. It's hard to stop a fellow
like that.

Then, John went to CERN for two ski seasons,
where he introduced everyone in the family to the
sport. He also found time to design the vacuum
system for the Intersecting Storage Rings while
he was there. He and Grace wandered around
Europe a bit in a VW bus. Spain and the Cote
d'Azur with arms and legs of four kids hanging
out the windows. When they toured Czechoslov-
akia the Russians mistook the white flags for a
signal and crossed the eastern border. Fortun-
ately, the VW made it over the western border
one jump ahead. And they weren't white flags,
anyway, just diapers drying on the roof. With
a father born by the North Sea and his mother an
elf from the Black Forest, John had plenty of
relatives to visit in Germany. He met a group
of first cousins whose ages were similar to his
own children; as a poignant result of World War
II the generation corresponding to John himself
simply did not exist.

As a natural athlete, John can be ex-
pected to ski (snow or water), backpack, run a
6-minute mile, play all the usual games--but

there's this tendency to organize. In teaching
his boys to play soccer, he somehow was standing
in the middle when the Northern California
Branch of the American Youth Soccer Organiza-
tion was started, and he is one of the present
Commissioners. At the local pubs, when there
is something to celebrate, or a going-away, or
for any other reason, John is the only formid-
ible opponent for Davies-White in fence-walking,
one-arm pushups, arm wrestling, or pitcher-
draining while hanging by the toes.

John returned from CERN just as his pred-
ecessor, Jim Walling--like a caterpillar in
summer--turned into a librarian and flew away
(to Hawaii). John took over MED and went to
work designing and organizing the construction
of SPEAR, our circulating storage ring. Each
Friday afternoon, some achievement, some mile-
stone, some benchmark, was worthy of celebra-
tion, and SPEAR veritably leapt forward from
keg to keg! The engineering on SPEAR tends to
be overlooked, and that is the finest accolade
we can bestow on John: if it had not been a
total success it could never have been over-
looked. He did the same for PEP until he left
at the end of March. With that kind of exper-
ience he will be very hard to replace.

John is going over the hill to become Man-
ager of Mechanical Engineering in Varian Assoc-
iates' Radiation Division. (He is certainly an
experienced manager: when I informed him of the
reason for this interview, he promptly asked,
"What are you charging this to?") Coincident-
ally, this is a part of the Medical Group at
Varian under Arnold Eldredge, who headed the
engineering and construction of the SLAC accel-
erator. Goodbye and good luck, John. And
Arnold: you'd better give him room or he'll
have Varian running in circles like he did
SPEAR!

--Charlie Hoard

_ _ _ _ _ _
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CHARM GOES NETWORK

Thursday, January 1, 1976, 8:30 AM, EST

Charles Osgood: Newsbreak. Charles Osgood,

reporting on the CBS Radio Network.

There's a story on the front page of The New
York Times this morning which contains the fol-

lowing sentence, quote: "The mating of a charmed

quark with a charmed antiquark would not out-

wardly display charm because the antiquark

would cancel the charm of the quark"--unquote.

This is an absolutely serious story, mind you--

the page one lead, followed up by much detail

on page four.

We will explore the strange world of charmed

quarks in a moment.

[Announcements]

Osgood: The New York Times story about

quarks this moring is under Walter Sullivan's

byline, and it has to do with physics. It seems

a quark is a subunit of matter, out of which all

heavier units are formed. You cannot see a

quark, even with the most sensitive microscope.

However, phyicists in this country and in Eur-

ope have come around to believing (many of them,

anyway) that quarks do indeed exist, and explain

a lot of what goes on in the tiny little world

of subatomic particles.

Well, now, according to the Times story,

there is a very special kind of quark physicists

are monkeying with, which displays a very elus-

ive property which they call "charm." It is

not charm in the sense of charm school or "Isn't

so-and-so a charming person?" This is charm in

the sense of living a charmed life. Somebody

narrowly escapes disaster and you say about him,

"Boy! He sure lives a charmed life."

And the reason the physicists say that about

this particular piece of business called a quark

is that certain quarks (about four out of a

thousand of them) indeed seem to live charmed
lives. They survive collisions that would des-

troy other quarks.

There are other parts to the quark theory.

For one thing, for every particle of matter,

they say there must be a particle that is exact-

ly like it, but opposite, a mirror image, or

antiparticle.

And that is how, today, in this Times story,
there is this talk about antiquarks and the

mating of charmed quarks and so on. But never

mind all that! We will leave it to the physic-

ists. Let us only take the words and play with

them.

Once upon a time, a quark

Was out there walking in the park,
Being glad he was alive,

Hoping that he would survive.

He'd read a lot of scary articles

About subatomic particles

And how they seem to come and go

The physicists said it was so.

The quarks live with this certain sorrow:

Here today and gone tomorrow!

Existence is so tragicomic

When you are only subatomic.

Anyway, this little quark,

This one day out there in the park,

Was suddenly severely stricken.

He felt his little heartbeat quicken.

For heading toward him was this queen,

The prettiest quark he'd ever seen.

The way she moved, the way she looked,

This poor old quark, his goose was cooked.

He'd had it now; he'd bought the farm.

This little quark had class, had charm.

Yes, that was it--and how alarming

To see a quark so very charming.

A thunderbolt came from above
And our tiny friend, he fell in love.

The evidence is inconclusive,

For charm is something so elusive,

But physicists are very straight

And they say quarks, indeed, do mate.

So this quark goes up and tips his hat,

And bows a bit, then tells her that

He is a quark alive and active

And that he finds her quite attractive.

And then he asks her for a date,

Only to hear the charmed quark state

She can't 'cause she's already hitched;

By an antiquark she's been bewitched.

And by the laws they function under
Quarks cannot be split asunder.

"Hold on there, kid," our quark friend

chimes,
"I just read it in The New York Times

That if a quark like you is charmed

It cannot be destroyed or harmed."

And he shows this charming little particle

Walter Sullivan's front-page article.

"Well, I'll be darned," she blushed

and said,

As with interest she looked and read.

"Read on, my dear, there's even more."
And sure enough, there on page four,

The story was detailed, enlarged,

Our particle became so charged.

That off they went, arm in arm,
Two happy quarks with special charm.

'Tis only theory, I fear,

But what a way to start a year.

IReprinted with the kind permission of CBS News]

_ __ __ __ ss___
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NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS MAY POINT TOWARD CHARM

Several experiments in recent months have

produced results that may indicate that the post-

ulated new property of matter called "charm" has

in fact been discovered. These experiments, at

Fermilab and at CERN, study the interactions that

are produced in large bubble chambers by beams of

neutrinos. In a small fraction of the observed

events, a certain combination of particles is ob-

served that does not appear to have any conven-

tional explanation. In the words of William Fry

of the University of Wisconsin, leader of one of

the experimental teams, this unusual combination

"is the signature for something with a new prop-

erty." Whether this new property is in fact

charm is still a matter for speculation, but

there seems little doubt that it is indeed some-

thing new.

The Idea Of Charm

Let's take a minute to review what is meant

by "charm." Beam Line readers may recall from

earlier articles* that one of the central prob-

lems in particle physics research during the last,

25 years has been the effort to understand the

large family of particles, the hadrons, which are

affected by the strong or nuclear force. The

best-known members of this family are the protons

and neutrons that together form the nuclei of

atoms, but it also includes more than 200 differ-

ent particles or "resonant states." For many

years it has seemed unlikely that so many differ-

ent states could all be "elementary" in any mean-

ingful sense, and it was this realization that

led to the idea that hadrons might be composite

structures that are built up from only a few

smaller, simpler objects.

Perhaps the most successful theory of compos-

ite hadronic structure has been the quark model,

which postulated the existence of only three

truly fundamental hadronic building blocks called

quarks, plus their three corresponding antiquarks:

Quarks

u d 4

Antiquarks

u d s

According to this theory, the hadrons consisted

of various combinations of either 3 quarks or 3

antiquarks (uud, UsA, etc.), or else a quark-

antiquark pair (Uz, dm, etc.).

Although this 3-quark model was remarkably

successful in explaining the variety and some of

the properties of the hadrons, a possible modif-

ication had been suggested a number of years ago

as a means of circumventing certain problems

that had cropped up. The suggested modification

was strongly revived soon after the discovery of

the J/psi particle in November 1974. In essence

the suggestion was that 3 quarks were not enough,

and that at least a fourth, charmed quark and its

antiquark (C and C) were needed to explain the

experimental data.

Charmed Particles

At present the most attractive explanation

of the psi particles is that they are members of
the subclass of hadrons called vector mesons and

that they consist of the quark-antiquark combin-

ation CC. Without trying to say what the new
property of nature that we've called "charm" act-

ually is, let's assume that it comes in certain

discrete units in the same way, for example, as

electric charge. Then if we assign a charm value

of +1 to the c quark, the value assigned to the

c antiquark must be -1. This means that the Cc

combination that makes up the psi particles has

a net charm of zero, and that the psi's them-

selves are therefore not charmed particles. How-

ever, if the charmed quark idea is correct, ex-

periments such as those at the SPEAR storage ring

should be able to produce particles with certain

combinations of quarks (CUa, LC, etc.) that do

have a net value of charm. Such charmed part-

icles have been looked for at many labs, but

so far without success. It is probably fair to

say that the discovery of such charmed particles

constitutes an acid test of the charm idea.

The Recent Neutrino Experiments

We are now ready to return to a description

of the recent experiments in which some new prop-

erty of nature--which may be charm--appears to

have been discovered. The first of these is an

experiment at Fermilab near Chicago that was

carried out by a group of physicists from the

University of Wisconsin, Lawrence Berkeley Labor-

atory, CERN, and the University of Hawaii. In

this experiment a beam of neutrinos is obtained

from the decays of heavier particles (and with

the aid of an enormous filter) that are created

by the collisions of protons of up to 400 GeV

energy with a metal target. The 15-foot Fermi-

lab bubble chamber is used with a mixture of 80%

hydrogen and 20% neon. The second experiment was

carried out at CERN by a collaboration of seven

European laboratories. It is very similar to

the Fermilab experiment except for the fact that

the neutrino beam produced by the CERN 28 GeV

*See "More New Particles," Oct. & Nov. 1975 and

other references therein.

These experiments, each of which involved

the use of beams of neutrinos obtained from

proton accelerators, should also boost some-

what the egos of physicists who use such mach-

ines. In recent months, electron-positron

storage rings had become the glamor machines

of high energy physics, in part because they

have seemed ideal for studying the J/psi part-

icle and its related family members.

-- Science

Feb. 6, 1976
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proton accelerator is much lower in energy. The

bubble chamber used at CERN is Gargamelle, which

is slightly smaller than the Fermilab chamber

and which uses liquid Freon instead of a neon-

hydrogen mixture.

As of mid-January 1976 the Fermilab experi-

menters had found a total of eight events, and

the CERN group three events, which had the un-

usual combination of particles that eluded con-

ventional explanation. All of these intriguing

events have the same general features. One of

the neutrinos in the incoming beam interacts with

either a proton or a neutron in the bubble cham-

ber and produces, for example, a negative muon,

a positron, a proton, and a particle that has a

certain property called "strangeness":

vp + n + - + e+ + p + KO

muon
neutron

neutrino

muon strange
posi oton particlepositron particle

taneous creation of a corresponding antilepton,

and since no electron tracks are visible the

antilepton must be an electron neutrino. What

remains to be interpreted, then, is the source

of the particles

K eK e Ve

In the charm interpretation of these events it

is assumed that the following two-step process

occurs:

v + n + ~ + p + C+ + misc.

where C is a new charmed particle that very

quickly decays:

C -K + + e v
e

If we were able to magnify greatly the region

around the "interaction point" in the previous

figure, it would look something like this.

What actually appears in the bubble chamber

photographs of these events is illustrated by

the following typical figure:

V
e /

, /1-1

-H~ _ ~e

interaction

point

gapgap

The muon and positron produce tracks in the cham-

ber because they are electrically charged. The

K° meson is electrically neutral and therefore

does not produce a track. It is identified by

the fact that after traveling a short distance

(the "gap" in the figure) it decays into a pair

of charged pions (T'
+, T-) whose tracks are vis-

ible.

The Charm Interpretation

There is a straighforward explanation of how

the negative muon is produced in these events.

The incoming muon neutrino interacts with a

chamber neutron to produce a negative muon and

a proton:

+v + n - p- + p (+ energy)

This leaves unexplained the positron and the °o

meson. In addition, there is an iron-clad con-

servation rule that tells us that the creation

of a positron must be accompanied by the simul-

The K° meson has a lifetime of about 10
- 8 sec-

ond, during which time it travels a certain dis-

tance that appears as a recognizable gap in the

actual bubble chamber photographs. If a C+

charmed particle is in fact being created in

these events, its lifetime must be on the order

of 10 - 1 1 second or less, because its track can-

not be detected in the actual photographs. (The

magnified sketch above greatly exaggerates the

distance that the C
+ would travel.)

Some Caution Is Required

The charm interpretation of these neutrino-

induced events from Fermilab and from CERN is

partly based on the expectation that charmed

particles will display a strong preference for

decaying into strange particles, such as the K

mesons that are observed. It is also consistent

with certain other results from earlier exper-

iments at Brookhaven and at Fermilab. But the

evidence is still being treated cautiously by

most observers. That the new phenomena are

definitely charm is a conclusion that must await

more complete and detailed study.
--Bill Kirk

K0
+
TJr
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SLAC SUMMER PROGRAMS

FOR STUDENTS

As in previous years, SLAC expects to have a

number of high school and college students work-

ing here this summer. Most of these students

will be participants in one or the other of the

following programs:

Summer Science Program. This program combines

employment with supervised classroom instruction

and directed research activities. Its aim is to

encourage college students from disadvantaged

backgrounds to explore the possibility of careers

in science. It is financed jointly by SLAC and

the Association of Western Universities. Partic-

ipants come from many different parts of the

United States. They may live in trailers on the

Stanford campus, and they receive a stipend of

$120 per week. Last year there were about 30

students in this program.

Youth Opportunity Program. The YOP program

is intended to provide summer employment for dis-

advantaged young people between ages 16 and 22.

No training other than basic safety training is

given. Participants are paid at a rate that is

determined by their level of education. Last

year there were about 30 YOP students at SLAC,

and their pay scales started above the Federal

minimum of $2.10 per hour.

If you know of anyone who would be interested

in either the Summer Science Program or the Youth

Opportunity Program, please encourage him or her

to apply at the SLAC Personnel Office.

Jones' Law

The man who can smile when things go wrong

has thought of someone he can blame it on.

Law Of Communications
The inevitable result of improved and en-

larged communications between different

levels in a hierarchy is a vastly increased

area of misunderstanding.

Lord Falkland's Rule

When it is not necessary to make a decision,

it is necessary not to make a decision.

The Army Axiom

Any order than can be misunderstood has been

misunderstood.

Sevareid's Law

The chief cause of problems is solutions.

Jones' Motto

Friends may come and go, but enemies

accumulate.

Matsch's Law

It is better to have a horrible ending than

to have horrors without end.

Gumperson's Law

The probability of anything happening is in

inverse ratio to its desirability.

Allison's Precept

The best simple-minded test of expertise in

a particular area is the ability to win

money in a series of bets on future occur-

rences in that area.

McNaughton's Rule

Any argument worth making within the bur-

eaucracy must be capable of being expressed

in a simple declarative sentence that is

obviously true once stated.

Kirkland's Law

The usefulness of any meeting is in inverse

proportion to the attendance.

[Courtesy of Law-giver John Ehrman]

DON'T FORGET

SLAC FAMILY DAY
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